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26.1 Standard neutrino cosmology
Neutrinos leave detectable imprints on cosmological observations that can then be used to
constrain neutrino properties. This is a great example of the remarkable interconnection and
interplay between nuclear physics, particle physics, astrophysics and cosmology (for general reviews
see e.g., [1–4]). Present cosmological data are already providing constraints on neutrino properties
not only complementary but also competitive with terrestrial experiments; for instance, upper
bounds on the total neutrino mass have shrinked by a factor of about 20 in the past 19 years.
Forthcoming cosmological data may soon provide key information, not obtainable in other ways
like e.g., a measurement of the absolute neutrino mass scale.
A relic neutrino background pervading the Universe (the Cosmic Neutrino background, CνB)
is a generic prediction of the standard hot Big Bang model (see Big Bang Nucleosynthesis – Chap.
24 of this Review). While it has not yet been detected directly, it has been indirectly confirmed
by the accurate agreement of predictions and observations of: a) the primordial abundance of light
elements (see Big Bang Nucleosynthesis – Chap. 24) of this Review; b) the power spectrum of
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies (see Cosmic Microwave Background – Chap.
29 of this Review); and c) the large scale clustering of cosmological structures. Within the hot Big
Bang model such good agreement would fail dramatically without a CνB with properties matching
closely those predicted by the standard neutrino decoupling process (i.e., involving only weak
interactions).
We will illustrate below that cosmology is sensitive to the following neutrino properties: their
density, related to the number of active (i.e., left-handed, see Neutrino Mass, Mixing, and Oscillations - Chap. 14 of this Review) neutrino species, and their masses. At first order, cosmology is
sensitive to the total neutrino mass, but is blind to the mixing angles and CP violation phase as
discussed in Neutrino Mass, Mixing, and Oscillations (Chap. 14 of this Review). This makes cosmological constraints nicely complementary to measurements from terrestrial neutrino experiments.
The minimal cosmological model, ΛCDM, currently providing a good fit to most cosmological
data sets (with the exception of some data in tension, discussed in The Cosmological Parameters
Chap. 25.1 of this Review), assumes that the only massless or light (sub-keV) relic particles since
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch are photons and active neutrinos. Extended models
with light sterile neutrinos, light thermal axions or other light relics –sometimes referred to as
“dark radiation"– would produce effects similar to, and potentially degenerate with, those of active
neutrinos. Thus neutrino bounds are often discussed together with limits on such scenarios. In case
of anomalies in cosmological data, it might not be obvious to discriminate between interpretation in
terms of active neutrinos with non-standard decoupling, additional production mechanisms, nonstandard interactions, etc., or in terms of some additional light particles. Such extensions have
been recently explored as a possible way to resolve the H0 tension between late and early Universe
determinations [5–8], but are not widely favoured [9–11].
Hence neutrino density and mass bounds can be derived under the assumption of no additional
massless or light relic particles, and the neutrino density measured in that way provides a test of
standard (i.e., involving only weak interactions) neutrino decoupling.
In that model, the three active neutrino types thermalize in the early Universe, with a negligible
leptonic asymmetry. Then they can be viewed as three propagating mass eigenstates sharing the
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Figure 26.1: Ratio of the CMB C`T T (left, including lensing effects) and matter power spectrum
P (k) (right, computed for each model in units of (h−1 Mpc)3 ) for different values of ∆Neff ≡
Neff − 3.044 over those of a reference model with ∆Neff = 0. In order to minimize and better
characterise the effect of Neff on the CMB, the parameters that are kept fixed are {zeq , zΛ , ωb ,
τ } and the primordial spectrum parameters. Fixing {zeq , zΛ } is equivalent to fixing the fractional
density of total radiation, of total matter and of cosmological constant {Ωr , Ωm , ΩΛ } while increasing
the Hubble parameter as a function of Neff . The statistical errors on the C` are ∼ 1% for a band
power of ∆` = 30 at ` ∼ 1000. The error on P (k) is estimated to be of the order of 5%.
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Figure 26.2: Ratio of the CMB C`T T and matter power spectrum P (k) (computed for each
P
model in units of (h−1 Mpc)3 ) for different values of mν over those of a reference model with
P
massless neutrinos. In order to minimize and better characterise the effect of mν on the CMB,
the parameters that are kept fixed are ωb , ωc , τ , the angular scale of the sound horizon θs and
the primordial spectrum parameters (solid lines). This implies that we are increasing the Hubble
P
parameter h as a function of mν . For the matter power spectrum, in order to single out the effect
of neutrino free-streaming on P (k), the dashed lines show the spectrum ratio when {ωm , ωb , ΩΛ }
are kept fixed. For comparison, the error on P (k)√is of the order of 5% with current observations,
and the fractional C` errors are of the order of 1/ ` at low `.

same temperature and identical Fermi-Dirac distributions, thus with no visible effects of flavour
oscillations. Neutrinos decouple gradually from the thermal plasma at temperatures T ∼ 2 MeV. In
the instantaneous neutrino decoupling limit, i.e., assuming that neutrinos were fully decoupled at
the time when electron-positrons annihilate and release entropy in the thermal bath, the neutrino1st December, 2021
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to-photon density ratio between the time of electron-positron annihilation and the non-relativistic
transition of neutrinos would be given by
ρν
7
= Neff
ργ
8



4
11

4/3

,

(26.1)

with Neff = 3, and the last factor comes from the fourth power of the temperature ratio Tν /Tγ =
(4/11)1/3 (see Big Bang Cosmology – Chap. 22 in this Review). In the above formula, Neff is called
the effective number of neutrino species because it can be viewed as a convenient parametrisation of
the relativistic energy density of the Universe beyond that of photons, in units of one neutrino in the
instantaneous decoupling limit. Precise simulations of neutrino decoupling and electron-positron
annihilation, taking into account flavor oscillations, provide precise predictions for the actual phasespace distribution of relic neutrinos [12–15]. These distributions differ from the instantaneous
decoupling approximation through a combination of a small shift in the photon temperature and
small non-thermal distortions, all at the percent level. The final result for the density ratio ρν /ργ
in the relativistic regime can always be expressed as in Eq. (26.1), but with a different value of
Neff . The most recent analyses, that includes the effect of neutrino oscillations with the present
values of the mixing parameters, an improved calculation of the collision terms and the most recent
results on plasma thermodynamics QED corrections, gives Neff = 3.044 [16,17]. The precise number
density ratio nν /nγ can also be derived from such studies, and is important for computing the ratio
P
Ων h2 / i mi (ratio of the physical density of neutrinos in units of the critical density to the sum
of neutrino masses) in the non-relativistic regime.
The neutrino temperature today, Tν0 ' 1.7 × 10−4 eV ' 1.9 K, is smaller than at least two of
the neutrino masses, since the two squared-mass differences are |∆m231 |1/2 > |∆m221 |1/2 > Tν0 (see
Neutrino mass, Mixing, and oscillations – Chap. 14 of this Review). Thus at least two neutrino
mass eigenstates are non-relativistic today and behave as a small “hot” fraction of the total dark
matter (they cannot be all the dark matter, as explained in Chap. 27 in this Review). This fraction
of hot dark matter can be probed by cosmological experiments, for two related reasons, as we now
describe.
First, neutrinos are the only known particles behaving as radiation at early times (during the
CMB acoustic oscillations) and dark matter at late times (during structure formation), which has
consequences on the background evolution. Neutrinos become non-relativistic when their mass
is equal to their average momentum, given for any Fermi-Dirac-distributed particle by hpi =
3.15 T . Thus the redshift of the non-relativistic transition is given by zinr = mi /(3.15 Tν0 ) − 1 =
mi /[0.53 meV]−1 for each eigenstate of mass mi , giving for instance zinr = 110 for mi = 60 meV, corresponding to a time deep inside the matter-dominated regime. Second, until the non-relativistic
transition, neutrinos travel at the speed of light, and later on they move at a typical velocity
hvi /ci = 3.15 Tν (z)/mi = 0.53(1 + z) meV/mi , which is several orders of magnitude larger than
that of the dominant cold (or even of possibly warm) dark matter component(s). This brings their
characteristic diffusion scale, called the “free-streaming length”, to cosmological relevant values,
with consequences on gravitational clustering and the growth of structure.
P
Once neutrinos are non-relativistic, their energy density is given by ρν ' mi ni . Since the
number densities ni are equal to each other (up to negligible corrections coming from flavour effects
P
in the decoupling phase), the total mass ( mν ) = m1 +m2 +m3 can be factorized out. It is possible
that the lightest neutrino is still relativistic today, in which case this relation is slightly incorrect,
but given that the total density is always strongly dominated by that of non-relativistic neutrinos,
the error made is completely negligible. Using the expression for ni /nγ obtained from precise
neutrino decoupling studies, and knowing nγ from the measurement of the CMB temperature, one
1st December, 2021
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can compute ρ0ν , the total neutrino density today, in units of the critical density ρ0crit [15]:
ρ0
mν
Ων = 0ν =
,
93.14h2 eV
ρcrit
P

(26.2)

and the total neutrino average number density today: n0ν =339.5 cm−3 . Here h is the Hubble
constant in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1 .

26.2 Effects of neutrino properties on cosmological observables
As long as they are relativistic, i.e., until some time deep inside the matter-dominated regime for
neutrinos with a mass mi  3.15 Tνeq ∼ 1.5 eV (see Big Bang Cosmology, Chap. 22 in this Review),
neutrinos enhance the density of radiation: this effect is parameterised by Neff and can be discussed
separately from the effect of the mass that will be described later in this section. Increasing Neff
impacts the observable spectra of CMB anisotropies and matter fluctuations through background
and perturbation effects.
26.2.1 Effect of Neff on the CMB
The background effects depend on what is kept fixed when increasing Neff . If the densities of
other species are kept fixed, a higher Neff implies a smaller redshift of radiation-to-matter equality,
with very strong effects on the CMB spectrum: when the amount of expansion between radiationto-matter equality and photon decoupling is larger, the CMB peaks are suppressed. This effect is
not truly characteristic of the neutrino density, since it can be produced by varying several other
parameters. Hence, to characterise the effect of Neff , it is more useful and illuminating to enhance
the density of total radiation, of total matter and of Λ by exactly the same amount, in order to
keep the redshift of radiation-to-matter equality zeq and matter-to-Λ equality zΛ fixed [18–20].
The primordial spectrum parameters, the baryon density ωb ≡ Ωb h2 and the optical depth to
reionization τ can be kept fixed at the same time, since we can simply vary Neff together with the
Hubble parameter h with fixed {ωb , Ωc , ΩΛ }. The impact of such a transformation is shown in
Fig. 26.1 for the CMB temperature spectrum C`T T (defined in Chap. 29 in this Review) and for the
matter power spectrum P (k) (defined in Chap. 22 in this Review) for several representative values
of Neff . These effects are within the reach of cosmological observations given current error bars, as
discussed in Section 26.3.1 (for instance, with the Planck satellite data, the statistical error on the
C` ’s is of the order of one per cent for a band power of ∆` = 30 at ` ∼ 1000).
With this transformation, the main background effect of Neff is an increase in the diffusion scale
(or Silk damping scale, see Cosmic Microwave Background – Chap. 29 in this Review) at the time
of decoupling, responsible for the decrease in C`T T at high `, plus smaller effects coming from a
slight increase in the redshift of photon decoupling [18–20]. At the level of perturbations, a higher
Neff implies that photons feel gravitational forces from a denser neutrino component; this tends to
decrease the acoustic peaks (because neutrinos are distributed in a smoother way than photons)
and to shift them to larger scales / smaller multipoles (because photon perturbations traveling at
the speed of sound in the photon-baryon fluid feel some dragging effect from neutrino perturbations
travelling at the speed of light) [18,20,21]. The effect of increasing Neff on the polarization spectrum
features are the same as on the temperature spectrum: an increased Silk damping, and a shift in
the acoustic peak amplitude and location - the latter effect is even more clear in the polarization
spectrum, in which the location of acoustic peaks does not get further influenced by a Doppler
effect like for temperature. The combination of these effects is truly characteristic of the radiation
density parameter Neff and cannot be mimicked by other parameters; thus Neff can be accurately
measured from the CMB alone. However, there are correlations between Neff and other parameters.
In particular, we have seen (Fig. 26.1) that in order to minimise the effect of Neff on the CMB
spectrum, one should vary h at the same time, hence there is a correlation between Neff and h,
1st December, 2021
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which implies that independent measurements reducing the error bar on h also reduce that on Neff .
Note that this correlation is not equivalent to a perfect degeneracy, so both parameters can anyway
be constrained with CMB data alone.
Table 26.1: Summary of Neff constraints.

CMB alone
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE]
CMB + background evolution + LSS
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO
”
+ BAO + R21
”

Model

95%CL

Ref.

ΛCDM+Neff

2.92+0.36
−0.37

[22]

ΛCDM+Neff
ΛCDM+Neff
” +5-params.

2.99+0.34
−0.33
3.34 ± 0.14 (68%CL)
2.85 ± 0.23 (68%CL)

[22]
[11]
[23]

26.2.2 Effect of Neff on the matter spectrum
We have discussed the effect of increasing Neff while keeping zeq and ωb fixed, because the
latter two quantities are very accurately constrained by CMB data. This implies that ωc increases
with Neff , and that the ratio ωb /ωc = Ωb /Ωc decreases. However, the ratio of baryonic-to-dark
matter has a strong impact on the shape of the matter power spectrum, because until the time of
decoupling of the baryons from the photons, CDM experiences gravitational collapse, while baryons
are kept smoothly distributed by photon pressure and affected by acoustic oscillations. The decrease
of Ωb /Ωc following from the increase of Neff gives more weight to the most clustered of the two
components, namely the dark matter one, and produces an enhancement of the small-scale matter
power spectrum and a damping of the amplitude of baryon acoustic oscillations (BAOs), clearly
visible in Fig. 26.1 (right plot). The scale of BAOs is also slightly shifted by the same neutrino
dragging effect as for CMB peaks [24].
The increase in the small-scale matter power spectrum is also responsible for a last effect on
the CMB spectra: the CMB last scattering surface is slightly more affected by weak lensing from
large-scale structures. This tends to smooth the maxima, the minima, and the damping scale of
the CMB spectra [25].
26.2.3 Effect of neutrino masses on the CMB
Neutrino eigenstates with a mass mi  0.6 eV become non-relativistic after photon decoupling.
They contribute to the non-relativistic matter budget today, but not at the time of equality or
recombination. If we increase the neutrino mass while keeping fixed the density of baryons and
dark matter (ωb and ωc ), the early cosmological evolution remains fixed and independent of the
neutrino mass, until the time of the non-relativistic transition. Thus one might expect that the
CMB temperature and polarization power spectra are left invariant. This is not true for four
reasons.
First, the neutrino density enhances the total non-relativistic density at late times, ωm =
P
ωb + ωc + ων , where ων ≡ Ων h2 is given as a function of the total mass mν by Eq. (26.2).
The late background evolution impacts the CMB spectrum through the relation between scales
on the last scattering surface and angles on the sky, and through the late ISW effect (see Cosmic
Microwave Background – Chap. 29 of this Review). These two effects depend respectively on the
angular diameter distance to recombination, dA (zrec ), and on the redshift of matter-to-Λ equality.
P
Increasing mν tends to modify these two quantities. By playing with h and ΩΛ , it is possible to
keep one of them fixed, but not both at the same time. Since the CMB measures the angular scale of
acoustic oscillations with exquisite precision, and is only loosely sensitive to the late ISW effect due
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to cosmic variance, we choose in Fig. 26.2 to play with the Hubble parameter in order to maintain
a fixed scale dA (zrec ). With such a choice, an increase in neutrino mass comes together with a
decrease in the late ISW effect explaining the depletion of the CMB spectrum for l ≤ 20. The fact
P
that both mν and h enter the expression of dA (zrec ) implies that measurements of the neutrino
mass from CMB data are strongly correlated with h. Second, the non-relativistic transition of
neutrinos affects the total pressure-to-density ratio of the Universe, and causes a small variation
of the metric fluctuations. If this transition takes place not too long after photon decoupling, this
variation is observable through the early ISW effect [20, 26, 27]. It is responsible for the dip seen
in Fig. 26.2 for 20 ≤ ` ≤ 200. Third, when the neutrino mass is higher, the CMB spectrum is less
affected by the weak lensing effect induced by the large-scale structure at small redshift. This is
due to a decrease in the matter power spectrum described in the next paragraphs. This reduced
lensing effect is responsible for most of the oscillatory patterns visible in Fig. 26.2 (left plot) for
` ≥ 200. Fourth, the neutrinos with the smallest momenta start to be non-relativistic earlier than
the average ones. The photon perturbations feel this through their gravitational coupling with
neutrinos. This leads to a small enhancement of ClT T for ` ≥ 500, hardly visible on Fig. 26.2
because it is balanced by the lensing effect.
26.2.4 Effect of neutrino masses on the matter spectrum
The physical effect of neutrinos on the matter power spectrum is related to their velocity
dispersion. Neutrinos free-stream over large distances without falling into small potential wells.
The free-streaming scale is roughly defined as the distance travel by neutrinos over a Hubble time
scale tH = (a/ȧ), and approximates the scale below which neutrinos remain very smooth. On
larger scales, they cluster in the same way as cold dark matter. The power spectrum of total
2 with δ ≡ δ + δ + δ , gets a negligible
matter fluctuations, related to the squared fluctuation δm
m
c
ν
b
contribution from the neutrino component on small scales, and is reduced by a factor (1 − 2fν ),
where fν = ων /ωm . Additionally, on scales below the free-streaming scale, the growth of ordinary
cold dark matter and baryon fluctuations is modified by the fact that neutrinos contribute to the
background density, but not to the density fluctuations. This changes the balance between the
gravitational forces responsible for clustering, and the Hubble friction term slowing it down. Thus
the growth rate of CDM and baryon fluctuations is reduced [28]. This results today in an additional
suppression of the small-scale linear matter power spectrum by approximately (1 − 6fν ). These
two effects sum up to a factor (1 − 8fν ) [29] (more precise approximations can be found in [2, 20]).
The non-linear spectrum is even more suppressed on mildly non-linear scales [3, 30–34].
This effect is often illustrated by plots of the matter power spectrum ratio with fixed parameters
{ωm , ωb , ΩΛ } and varying fν , i.e., with the CDM density adjusted to get a fixed total dark matter
density [2, 20, 29] (see Fig. 26.2, right plot, dashed lines). This transformation does not leave the
redshift of equality zeq invariant, and has very large effects on the CMB spectra. If one follows
the logic of minimizing CMB variations and fixing zeq like in the previous paragraphs, the increase
P
in mν must take place together with an increase of h, which tends to suppress the large-scale
power spectrum, by approximately the same amount as the neutrino free-streaming effect [35].
In that case, the impact of neutrino masses on the matter power spectrum appears as an overall
amplitude suppression, which can be seen in Fig. 26.2 (right plot, solid lines). The oscillations
on intermediate wavenumbers come from a small shift in the BAO scale [35]. This global effect is
not degenerate with a variation of the primordial spectrum amplitude As , because it only affects
the matter power spectrum, and not the CMB spectra. However, the amplitude of the CMB
temperature and polarization spectrum is given by the combination As e−2τ . Hence a measurement
of τ is necessary in order to fix As from CMB data, and avoid a parameter degeneracy between
P
mν and As [35–37].
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A few of the neutrino mass effects described above –free-streaming scale, early ISW– depend
on individual masses mi , but most of them depend only on the total mass through fν –suppression
of the matter power spectrum, CMB lensing, shift in angular diameter distance–. Because the
P
latter effects are easier to measure, cosmology is primarily sensitive to the total mass mν [38,39].
The possibility that future data sets might be able to measure individual masses or the mass
hierarchy, despite systematic errors and parameter degeneracies, has recently become a subject of
investigation [40, 41].

26.3 Cosmological Constraints on neutrino properties
In this review we focus on cosmological constraints on the abundance and mass of ordinary
active neutrinos. Several stringent but model-dependent constraints on non-standard neutrinos
(e.g., sterile neutrinos, active neutrinos with interactions beyond the weak force, unstable neutrinos
with invisible decay, etc.) can also be found in the literature.
26.3.1 Neutrino abundance
Table 26.1 shows a list of constraints on Neff obtained with several combination of data sets.
‘Pl18’ denotes the Planck 2018 data, composed of a high-` temperature+polarization likelihood
(TT,TE,EE), low-` polarization (low E) and CMB lensing spectrum likelihood (lensing) based on
lensing extraction from quadratic estimators [22]. ‘BAO’ refers to measurements of the BAO scale
(and hence of the angular diameter distance) from various recent data sets, described in detail
in the references given in the table. ‘R21’ refers to the distance ladder local measurement of the
Hubble scale from cepheids and supernovae [42].
Table 26.2: Summary of

P

mν constraints.

Model
CMB alone
P
Pl18[TT+lowE]
ΛCDM+ mν
P
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE]
ΛCDM+ mν
CMB + probes of background evolution
P
Pl18[TT+lowE] + BAO
ΛCDM+ mν
P
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE]+BAO
ΛCDM+ mν +5 params.
CMB + LSS
P
Pl18[TT+lowE+lensing]
ΛCDM+ mν
P
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]
ΛCDM+ mν
CMB + probes of background evolution + LSS
P
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] + BAO + RSD
ΛCDM+ mν
P
Pl18[TT+lowE+lensing] + BAO + Lyman-α
ΛCDM+ mν
P
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] + BAO + RSD + Pantheon + DES ΛCDM+ mν

95% CL (eV)

Ref.

< 0.54
< 0.26

[22]
[22]

< 0.13
< 0.515

[43]
[23]

< 0.44
< 0.24

[22]
[22]

< 0.10
< 0.087
< 0.13

[43]
[44]
[45]

Within the framework of a 7-parameter cosmological model (ΛCDM+Neff ), the constraint on
Neff from the Planck 2018 data release [TT,TE,EE+lowE] is Neff = 2.92+0.36
−0.37 (95%CL). This number
is perfectly compatible with the prediction of the standard neutrino decoupling model, Neff = 3.044,
and can be viewed as a proof of self-consistency of the cosmological model.
The bounds can be tightened by adding information on the low-redshift background expansion
from BAOs, or local H0 measurements. Finally, one can also add information on large scale
structure (LSS), i.e., on the growth rate and clustering amplitude of matter as a function of scale.
However, LSS data are not very constraining for the Neff parameter, and the only LSS data included
in Table 26.1 is the measurement of the CMB lensing spectrum. All combinations of Planck 2018
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data with BAO or CMB lensing constraints return measurements consistent with the standard
expectation.
The situation is different with the inclusion of the low-redshift measurement of H0 by R21 [42],
known to be in tension with Planck in the ΛCDM framework. As explained in Section 26.2, the
positive correlation between Neff and h means that inclusion of the H0 measurement pushes Neff
to higher values, Neff = 3.34 ± 0.14 (68%CL, Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO + R21) [11],
compatible with the standard expectation at the ∼ 2.1σ level. However, the Neff extension to the
ΛCDM model does not reduce the tension significantly enough to be an appealing solution. It
remains to be seen whether the > 4.2σ tension between CMB data and direct measurements of H0
results from systematics, or from a departure from the ΛCDM model [11, 46–49].
The error bars on Neff degrade mildly when the data are analysed in the context of more
extended cosmological scenarios. Adding only the total neutrino mass as an 8th free parameter has
a negligible impact on the bounds.
The authors of Ref. [23] take a more extreme point of view and fit a 12-parameter model to
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] data; they obtain Neff = 2.95 ± 0.24 (68% CL), showing that it is
very difficult with current cosmological data to accommodate shifts of more than 0.5 from the standard Neff value, and to obtain good fits with, for instance, a fourth (sterile) thermalized neutrino.
This is interesting since the anomalies in some oscillation data could be interpreted as evidence for
at least one sterile neutrino with a large mixing angle, which would need to be thermalised unless
non-standard interactions come into play [5]. In other words cosmology disfavours the explanation
of the oscillations anomalies in terms of extra neutrinos if they are thermalized.
26.3.2 Are they really neutrinos, as expected?
While a value of Neff significantly different from zero (at more than 15σ) and consistent with
the expected number 3.044 yields a powerful indirect confirmation of the CνB, departures from
standard Neff could be caused by any ingredient affecting the early-time expansion rate of the
Universe. Extra relativistic particles (either decoupled, self-interacting, or interacting with a dark
sector), a background of gravitational waves, an oscillating scalar field with quartic potential,
departures from Einstein gravity, or large extra dimensions are some of the possibilities for such
ingredients. In principle one could even assume that the cosmic neutrino background never existed
or has decayed (like in the “neutrinoless Universe” model of [50]) while another dark radiation
component is responsible for Neff . At least, cosmological data allow to narrow the range of possible
interpretations of Neff ' 3 to the presence of decoupled relativistic relics like standard neutrinos.
Indeed, free-streaming particles leave specific signatures in the CMB and LSS spectra, because
their density and pressure perturbations, bulk velocities and anisotropic stress also source the
metric perturbations. These signatures can be tested in several ways.
A first approach consists of introducing a self-interaction term in the neutrino equations [6, 7].
Ref. [8] finds that current CMB and BAO data are compatible with no self-interactions. The
upper limit to the effective coupling constant Geff for a Fermi-like four-fermions interaction at 95%
confidence is log10 (Geff MeV2 ) < −0.8 for Pl15+BAO. Note however that neutrino self-interactions
as strong as log10 (Geff MeV2 ) ' −1.4 could reconcile CMB temperature and BAO data with the
direct H0 measurement of Ref [42], but such interactions seem to be hardly compatible with BBN,
laboratory constraints [10] and CMB polarization [9, 11].
A second approach consists of introducing two phenomenological parameters, ceff and cvis (see
e.g., [51–53]): c2eff generalizes the linear relation between isotropic pressure perturbations and density perturbations, while c2vis modifies the neutrino anisotropic stress equation. While relativistic
free-streaming species have (c2eff , c2vis ) = (1/3, 1/3), a perfect relativistic fluid would have (c2eff , c2vis )
= (1/3, 0). Other values do not necessarily refer to a concrete model, but make it possible to
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interpolate between these limits. Planck data strongly suggests (c2eff , c2vis ) = (1/3, 1/3) [54, 55].
Finally, Ref. [21] (resp. [24]) shows that current data are precise enough to detect the “neutrino
drag” effect mentioned in Sec. 26.2 through the measurement of the CMB peak (resp. BAO) scale.
These findings show that current cosmological data are able to detect not just the average density
of some relativistic relics, but also their anisotropies.
26.3.3 Neutrino masses
P
Table 26.2 shows a list of constraints on mν obtained with several combinations of data sets.
The acronyms “Pl18” and “BAO” have been described in the previous subsection, while “Pantheon”
refers to the supernovae Type Ia compilation of [56], “RSD” to Redshift Space Distorsions in the
eBOSS galaxy survey [43], and “Lyman-α” to the one-dimensional flux power spectrum of eBOSS
quasars [44].
Given that most determinations of Neff are compatible with the standard prediction, Neff =
3.044, it is reasonable to adopt this value as a theoretical prior and to investigate neutrino mass
P
constraints in the context of a minimal 7-parameter model, ΛCDM+ mν . Under this assumption,
the most robust constraints come from Planck 2018 temperature and polarization data alone:
P
mν < 0.26 eV (95%CL) [22]. Among the four effects of neutrino masses on the CMB spectra
described before, current bounds are dominated by the first and the third effects (modified late
background evolution, and distortions of the temperature and polarization spectra through weak
lensing).
Adding measurements of the BAO scale is crucial, since the determination of the angular diameter distance at small redshift allows us to break parameter degeneracies, for instance between
P
mν and h. The combination of Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] with the most recent BAO measurements,
P
including the eBOSS Data Release 16 (DR16), gives mν < 0.13 eV (95%CL) [43]. Supernovae
data are less constraining than BAO data for the neutrino mass determination.
P
Because the parameter correlation between mν and H0 is negative, the inclusion of distance
P
ladder data provides stronger bounds on neutrinos masses, down to mν < 0.097 eV (95% CL)
when including Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE]+R18 [22], where R18 refers to the 2018 estimate of the
Hubble rate by [57]. However, such bounds are subject to caution, since they come from a combination of discrepant data sets (at the > 3σ level).
It is interesting to add LSS data sets, sensitive to the small-scale suppression of the matter power spectrum due to neutrino free-streaming. Some conservative LSS information comes
from the eBOSS survey, which infers the growth rate of structures from Redshift Space DisP
torsions (RSD) and tigthens the bound down to mν < 0.10 eV (95%CL) [43]. This already
P
challenges the inverted hierarchy mass scheme, which predicts mν ≥ 0.11 eV. The inclusion
of CMB lensing data from Planck 18 improves the CMB-only bound, but hardly affects the latest joint CMB+BAO+RSD bounds [58]. The most recent Lyα forest data from eBOSS combined with Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] and BAO data provides the strongest bound to date,
P
mν < 0.087 eV (95% CL). It should however be noticed that the full DES 3-year data preP
fer a lower σ8 value than the Planck best fit, relaxing the bound to mν < 0.13 eV (95%CL,
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]+BAO+RSD+Pantheon+DES) [45].
Upper bounds on neutrino masses become weaker when the data are analysed in the context
of extended cosmological models, but only by a small amount. Floating Neff instead of fixing it to
3.044 has no significant impact on the neutrino mass bounds reported in the previous paragraphs.
Even in the extreme case considered by Ref. [23], with 12 free cosmological parameters, one can see
in Table 26.2 that the bound from Planck 2018 (without lensing) + BAO increases from 0.13 eV to
0.52 eV (95% CL) only. This shows that current cosmological data are precise enough to disentangle
the effect of several extended cosmological parameters, and that neutrino mass bounds are becoming
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increasingly robust.

26.4 Future prospects and outlook
The cosmic neutrino background has been detected indirectly at very high statistical significance. Direct detection experiments are now being planned, e.g., at the Princeton Tritium Observatory for Light, Early Universe, Massive-neutrino Yield (PTOLEMY) [59]. The detection prospects
crucially depend on the exact value of neutrino masses and on the enhancement of their density at
the location of the Earth through gravitational clustering in the Milky Way and its sub-halos – an
effect however expected to be small [60–62].
Over the past few years the upper limit on the sum of neutrino masses has become increasingly
stringent, first indicating that the mass ordering is hierarchical and recently putting the inverted
hierarchy under pressure and favouring the normal hierarchy (although quantitative estimates of
how disfavoured the inverted hierarchy is vary depending on assumptions, see e.g. [63–65]) which
has consequences for planning future double beta decay experiments.
Neutrino mass and density bounds are expected to keep improving significantly over the next
years, thanks to new LSS experiments like DESI [66], Euclid [67], LSST [68], SPHEREx [69] and
SKA [70], in combinations with new CMB experiments like Simons Observatory [71], CMB-S4 [72]
or LiteBird [73]. If the ΛCDM model is confirmed, and if neutrinos have standard properties, the
total neutrino mass should be detected at the level of at least 3–4σ even at the minimum level allowed by oscillations. This is the conclusion reached by several independent studies, using different
dataset combinations (see e.g., [37, 74–79]). One should note that at the minimum level allowed
P
by oscillations mν ∼ 0.06, neutrinos constitute ∼ 0.5% of the Universe matter density, and their
effects on the matter power spectrum is only at the 5% level, implying that exquisite control of systematic errors will be crucial to achieve the required accuracy. At this level, the information coming
from the power spectrum shape is more powerful than that coming from geometrical measurements
(e.g., BAO). But exploiting the shape information requires improved understanding of the nonlinear regime, and of galaxy bias for galaxy surveys. The fact that different surveys and different
data set combinations have enough statistical power to reach this level, offers a much needed redundancy and the possibility to perform consistency checks which in turns helps immensely with the
control of systematic errors and in making the measurement robust. Using the entire Universe as a
particle detector, the on-going and future observational efforts hold the exciting prospect to provide
a measurement of the sum of neutrino masses and possibly indication of their mass hierarchy.
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